Information/Data we collect with cookies.
This site utilizes cookies. Cookies are small text files that are spared in your computer’s web
program when you visit a site and on later visits these can be brought from the web program for
different kinds of utilizations.
You will see a pop-up assent on our site when you visit. You can pick not to allow the cookies
but rather this may affect your client encounter. You can likewise change your program settings
to accept/decline particular cookies or to tell you each time a cookie is set.
Most web programs permit some control of cookies through the program settings. Therefore, to
discover more about cookies, including how to recognize what cookies have been set and how
to oversee and erase them, visit www.aboutcookies.org or www.allaboutcookies.org, which
incorporates extra valuable information on cookies and how to block cookies utilizing diverse
sorts of program.
We utilize cookies for the following:
Session cookies to monitor and keep a record of the page language.
Analyzing that how the site is being utilized by visitors and for the enhancement of the visitor’s
experience on the site with customized content.
Enhancing and adjusting your experience on the site for your kind of program or device.
Analyze the content in view of how clients utilize the site and use the search terms.
The information gathered by the cookies on the Q-net International Ltd.’s website stage, as set
out above, is utilized by Google in their stage (Google Analytics) to, based on the activities you
perform well within the program or the website. Hence, To quit being followed by Google
Analytics over all sites visit http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.
Our Cookies gather the following data/information.
IP-address,
Program type and device
The page (assuming any) that drove you to the Q-net International Ltd.’s website or inquiry
terms (assuming any) went into a web search tool which lead you to the Q-net International
Ltd.’s site,
Page response times,
Downloaded material,
Length of visits to specific pages,
Page communication data (e g looking over, snaps and mouse-overs),
This information is stored for a time of 26 months and following that with confirmations and after
analyzing things carefully, we delete the information.

